Class Schedule
2017 – May – June – July - August – 2017
1) Faceted Jewels
Diane
10:30-3:30
$15.00 plus pattern required
Thurs. 05/04
Faceted Jewels creates the optical illusion of Curved Seams, but we promise
all of the seams are really straight! While it looks complex, it’s made up of
simple shapes: four patches, flying geese units and Tri-Recs units. The
combination of medium dark to dark prints and assorted light backgrounds
makes this quilt sparkle. A GREAT stash buster project!
2) Adorable Bag
Michelle
Sat., 05/20
$15.00 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
A perfectly sized everyday bag using 2 ½” strips. Buy a jelly roll or use your
scrapes. You will weave your strips into this wonderful bag.
3) Berry Bucket (2 part class)
Cathy
Mon., 06/12 & 07/10
$25 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
Cathy will teach you all the tricks when it comes to wool appliqué,
embellishment and then construction of this perfect sewing & stitching bucket
full of pockets and charm! Use the little pockets for your scissors, threads,
bobbins, needles, seam ripper, pins and so much more!
4) Into the Wind or Sea breeze
Robin
Thurs., 6/15
$15 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
There is a theme here. Each one of these quilts uses ½ square triangles and is
fat quarter friendly. While the patterns look complicated they really are very
basic and will go together quickly once the components are made. Movement
is the order of the day and while diagonal sets look challenging they come
together to make either of these spectacular quilts. Bonus- buy the kit and the
class is FREE – (See picture #4 on the last page).
5)Tuffet (Square or Round)
Michelle
Saturdays, 06/24/17 & 07/22/17
$60.00 – 2 part session
10:30-3:30
plus kit & pattern required
Tuffets are a touch of whimsy for your home that can become an heirloom
décor accent, a treasured gift for a special occasion such as a wedding, new
baby, anniversary or a special holiday. Grab a precut Jelly Roll, 8 quarter yard
cuts of your favorite fabrics or old neckties. Come learn to sew either a Round
or Square tuffet cover in the first class session. During the second session turn
that cover into an upholstered foot stool. Kits and All Supplies available at
TPQ!

6) Hand Embroidery Basics
Sharon
10:30-3:30
$25.00 includes kit
Thurs., 07/13
The basics of hand embroidery will get you started on the journey to the fun
relaxing world of hand work. You will learn: running stitch, back stitch, split
stitch, satin stitch, stem stitch, French knots, seed stitch and fill stitches. These
are the backbone of embroidery. Come join us for the day, see how easy this
really is and join the Stitchery Craze!
7) Hurrah
Dayle
Sun., 7/16
$15 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
This quick pieced quilt will have everyone cheering. The American Flag in its
most simplified form will get you ready for all the Patriotic events in your life.
Quilt finishes 76” x 86”. Buy the kit and the class is Free!
8) Freshman Quilters Academy (2 part)
Robin & Diane
Thurs & Fri 7/27 7/28
$45 plus book
10:30-3:30
This 2 part class addresses the basic workspace, tools, equipment & fabric
needed to get started. Learn the proper way to cut, press & sew your project.
Whether you are a novice or 20 yr. quilting veteran this class will help you
perfect you’re piecing! This VERY popular class fills quickly, so don’t wait to
register.
9) Twister Table Topper
Margie
Mon., 7/31
$15 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
Have you had a chance to make a Twister project yet? Maybe you have and
you want to do it again! Margie will teach you the basic techniques as you
make this tabletopper, and help you to understand the way to use every size
Twister ruler with your scraps or precuts. When you realize how easy this
technique is you will want to try all the fabulous projects the Twister rulers can
make.
9 -A) Painting on Fabric For Fun & Quilts 101
Diane Bicknell
Thurs., 8/03
$25 pattern included
10:30-3:30
This class is perfect for those that don’t draw or paint, but wish they could!
Using Tsukineko inks, Fabrico markers and a photo, you will create a beautiful
flower art quilt, step by step. You will paint your picture in a relaxed, fun
atmosphere that will leave you feeling like a true accomplished “Artist”.

10) Senior Quilter’s Academy (2 part)
Diane & Robin
Thurs. & Fri., 08/10 & 8/11
$45 plus book
10:30-3:30
This is the 4th class in the ongoing Academy Series by Harriett and Carrie
Hargrave. In this class we will cover “Y” seam blocks, Hexagons, 6 pointed
stars, 8 pointed stars and partial pieced blocks. Freshman Academy prerequisite. This class is for intermediate level quilter.
11) The Great Wall
Diane
Mon., 8/14
$15.00 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
Watch color blend and flow in a modern-art design influenced by the design of
Eastern Cultures. In this unique block setting you will have fun arranging your
blocks into a pleasing palette of colors. Sizes baby, throw, Full/Queen, King.
We also have Janine Burke’s full line of fabric she used in creating this
stunning quilt. Buy the kit and the class is Free!
12) Fiberworks Mosaic Quilt
Robin & Diane
Thurs., & Fri., 8/17 & 8/18
$25.00 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
Join us for a 2 day class to create these wonderful collage quilts featuring the
patterns of Laura Heine of Fiberworks. Learn the step by step instructions on
the technique to create your masterpiece. Pick from several pattern choices.
13) Curve It Up
Michelle
Sat., 8/19
$15 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
If you have not had a chance to play with this new technique and ruler here is
your opportunity. Choose from a wide variety of patterns that take classic quilts
and using the ruler simplify the piecing to create a more contemporary look.
While curved piecing can be challenging using this ruler makes everything
straight forward. (pardon the pun)
14) Blue Spruce
Diane
Thurs., 8/24
$15 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
Another Beautiful project by Laundry Basket Quilts. Come learn how to make
an intermediate level quilt easier with the help of a fabulous acrylic template
laser cut silhouettes and optional triangle paper. Quilt is 74” x 93.5. Buy the kit
and the class is Free!
15) Hokey Pokey
Tues., 8/29
10:30-3:30

Mary Ann
$15 plus pattern

A unique fun quilt that has you cutting some left, some right, mixing it all around
and you have a “Hokey Pokey” quilt. The pattern is based on Fat Quarters so
you can use a bundle or make it a two color quilt. Yes This is what it’s all about!
Sizes Crib to King!

16) Sophomore Quilter’s Academy
(2 part)
Wed., & Thurs., 8/30 & 8/31
10:30-3:30

Diane & Robin
$45 plus book

This 2nd series of classes guides beginners step by step from the basics of quiltmaking
to complete mastery with easy to follow lessons. Building on what you learned in the
Freshman Series, the Sophomore class teaches all the skills needed to not only make
any quilt, in any size with or without a pattern, but also how to start designing your own
quilts. This class is the perfect opportunity to put any “Sampler” blocks you might have
into a finished quilt. Let us help you get inspired! The focus of this class is all about
diagonal settings.

Sharon
$15.00 plus pattern

17) The Beatle Bag
Fri., 9/8
10:30-3:30
This will be your personalized traveling bag. You can use it as a sewing kit, but
you could also store beads, flosses and/or jewelry. All kinds of uses! The
pattern contains 4 inserts. You can also purchase inserts separately so you can
make it special! Join Sharon for this informative class and learn some of her
“special” tricks to create professional looking bags.

18) T-Shirt Quilt
Mary Ann
Sat., 9/23
$15.00plus book
10:30-3:30
It’s time to gather up those old T’s and make a quilt that will be a treasure for
years to come. What a great way to capture memories and make them into
something that you can use and remind you of great places, times, or events.
Maybe this could be that quilt for the college bound child or grandchild to have
a feeling of home or family. Whatever the reason, this class will get you going
to create a fun quilt.
19) Farm Girl Vintage Workshop
Tater Patch Staff
(3 Days)
$45 plus book
Thurs.& Fri., & Sat., 9/28, 9/29, 9/30
10:30-3:30
This fun sampler quilt is made of over 40 different quilt blocks that teach new
techniques and tips. Make your blocks 6”, 12” or heck some of each and spend
three days of great instruction and ideas for making this project your own. If
fabric selection seems daunting, we have wonderful kits that are all put
together so all you have to do is cut and sew! Buy the kit and the class is Free!
20) Handwork Basics
Diane
Mon., 10/9
$35 includes kit
10:30-3:30
Hand Piecing, English Paper Piecing will all be taught. A large percentage of
people who do quilting hand work will tell you they do so to relax. They also
love the portability and versatility. Join us for a day of getting started with the
Basics of English Paper Piecing & Hand Piecing. Kits included - Then join our
stitchery group!

21) Beginner’s Only Buggy Barn
Robin
Workshop
$25.00 plus pattern
Thurs., 10/12 & Friday,10/13
10:30-3:30
This class is for anyone that wants to make a Buggy Barn but never has. Robin
will guide you through the Sort, Stack, Slash & Shuffle that make Buggy’s so
much Fun! Once you make one you will be addicted!
22) Christmas Tree & Scrappy Reindeer
Margie
Mon., 10/16
$15 plus pattern
10:30-3:30
Get an early start on these whimsical wall hangings for the holidays. The small
squares create the pattern of either the Tree or the Scrappy Reindeer . Buy the
kit and the class is Free! (See picture #22 at the bottom of page).

23) Bird on a Wire (2 part class)
Mon & Tues 10/23 & 10/24
10:30-3:30

Margie
$25 plus book

Enter the Enchanted world of wool appliqué. This whimsical wall hanging
brings together beautiful wool on a cotton background. A wonderful opportunity
to “play” with wool, cotton, decorative threads and embellishment techniques.
Kits are available or choose your own from the wonderful selection of fabrics
and hand dyed wools here at Tater Patch Quilts
24) Painting on Fabric for More Fun & Quilts (Advanced)
Diane Bicknell
Thurs. & Fri., 10/26 & 10/27
$50.00
10:30-3:30
If you have taken “Painting On Fabric For Fun & Quilts 101” then you’re ready
for two days of more FUN! Since you’re an accomplished “Artist” now, pick out
one of your own photos that you would like to turn into an Art Quilt.
You will receive instructions on how to enlarge your photo/drawing to have
ready for class or you may use one of our “ready to Paint” drawings. Join us for
two days of creativity and fun!
25) One Block Wonder
Margie
Tues, 11/28 & Wed,11/29
$25 plus book
10:30-3:30
These quilts are addicting!! One fabric, one shape creates a one of a kind quilt!
Come see how fun and easy it is to create these “Kaleidoscope” type quilts!
4) Into the Wind

22) Reindeer

